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THE ULTIMATE BACK PACK, STORAGE BAG & FACE SHIELD BAG

EVERYTHING YOU NEEd IN ONE cONVENIENT LIGHT 
wEIGHT BAckpAck. The salisbury sk backPack is specifically 
designed to hold virtually everything from tools to full Personal Protective 
Equipment (PPE) kits . Specialized reinforced compartments with flap 
closures are located on both sides of the pack and include flexible slots 
designed specifically to keep your hand tools in place . The individual 
compartments make finding the right tool a snap . The backpack can even 
be personalized to hold your very own PPE kit - clothing, head and face 
protection, insulated tool kit and much more . The interior includes extra 
large compartments to hold voltage detectors or other specialized tools, as 
well as numerous, smaller partitions and a specific area for first aid items . 

The rugged sk backPack is manufactured from water resistant, 
reinforced fabric . The SK BACKPACK is resistant to cuts and abrasion . 
The adjustable, heavy duty straps are wide and padded making it very 
comfortable to wear regardless of the load . The SK BACKPACK includes 
an exterior hard hat strap, D-rings and universal snap hook . It even 
includes a built-in integrated handle for those on the move . 

LARGE STORAGE BAG for storing Salisbury PRO-WEAR® Arc 
Flash Clothing, gloves and other accessories . Comes standard in most 
PRO-WEAR kits . Bag is 24” long x 15” high x 12” deep .

The ASBAG is specially designed to protect and store Salisbury face 
shields with hard hat combinations . The soft-napped fleece liner on the 
inside of the bag provides protection from scratches and protects the 
face shield from coming into contact with dirt and dust .

CAT . NO . DESCRIPTION

SKBACKPACK Reinforced specialty backpack (14”L x 8”W x 18”H)

SKBAG Large storage bag (24”L x 12”W x 15”H)

ASBAG Large face shield storage bag w/ drawstring closure with  
 fleece lined interior (21”L X 19”W X 14”H) .
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